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Placement at CERN (2018–)

Dissertation title: Search for long-lived heavy neutral
leptons using a deep-neural-network based displaced jet
tagger
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The lifetime frontier
What
is LLP?
Particle lifetimes in the
Standard
Model (SM) span many
ordersparticles
of in the
Long-lived
standard model:
magnitude

• approximate symmetries;
• kinematic suppressions;

Beyond-SM (BSM) physics could also
For BSM particles:
manifest as long-lived
particles
(LLPs)
• Prompt particles being

First pixel layer (first
layer of detector)

Detector
tagged and
energy
detectable

actively probed;
• Detector Stable particles are
probed as missing energy or
EM charged
stable particles.
and ATLAS
searches

Majority of CMS
assume prompt decays of new
particles…
Zhen Liu
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LLP Theory

Could easily miss a BSM signature

LLP@Ghent
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Fig. credit: L. Lee @ ATLAS
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Long lived particles at CMS
A plethora of spectacular
signatures

Large amounts of phase space
still uncovered

Unconventional signatures, hard
to reconstruct/identify physics
objects
Key area to bene t from machine
learning methods!
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Not pictured:
out of time decays
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Displaced jets
The experimental signatures of partons are jets
— collimated sprays of particles
Up to 100 particles clustered in a narrow cone

Displaced jets is a dominant signature in many
BSM theories

‣
‣
‣
‣

Displaced vertices
Ionisation losses (dE/dx)
Decays in the muon systems etc…
Machine Learning techniques
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RPC 0L 2-6 jets arXiv:1712.02332 ( s=13 TeV, 36 fb-1)
RPC 0L 2-6 jets ATLAS-CONF-2018-003 ( s=13 TeV, 36 fb-1)
Displaced vertices arXiv:1710.04901 ( s=13 TeV, 33 fb-1)
Pixel dE/dx arXiv:1808.04095 ( s=13 TeV, 36.1 fb-1)
Stable charged arXiv:1902.01636 ( s=13 TeV, 36.1 fb-1)
Stopped gluino arXiv:1310.6584 ( s=7,8 TeV, 5.0,23 fb-1)
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Several complementary approaches: no search
has best sensitivity for all lifetimes
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‣

Need to be distinguished from regular SM jets

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-044

Prompt
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Displaced jet tagger

Mach. Learn.: Sci. Technol. 1 (2020) 035012

CMS Collaboration

A machine learning algorithm to
identify (tag) generic displaced jets
Input features (~700 total!):

‣
‣
‣

Charged constituents (tracks)
Neutral constituents (calorimeter
clusters)
Secondary vertices

Displaced jet features strongly
depend on LLP cτ0
‣ Parametrise network with LLP cτ0

‣

Allows to identify displaced jets for a
wide range of displacements (μm to m)

The CMS Collaboration 2020 Mach. Learn.: Sci. Technol. 1 035012
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Figure 2. An overview of the DNN architecture, which comprises convolutional and dense layers; the numbers of filters and nodes

Domain adaptation

Mach. Learn.: Sci. Technol. 1 (2020) 035012

CMS Collaboration

The CMS Collaboration 2020 Mach. Learn.: Sci. Technol. 1 035012

Tagger is trained on simulated
signal and background jets

‣
‣

Jet input features can be poorly
modelled in simulation
Tagger can “learn” unphysical
features

Use a transfer learning method
called domain adaptation (DA)

‣
‣

The resulting discriminant is
domain invariant
The tagger can be applied in a
search with much higher
con dence!

Without DA

With DA

Much improved agreement between
data/simulation in a control region

fi
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Searching for Heavy Neutral Leptons
Heavy Neutral Leptons (Right Handed
Neutrinos) could:

‣
‣
‣

Explain non-zero neutrino masses
Provide a dark matter candidate
Account for the matter-antimatter asymmetry

HNLs are suf ciently long-lived in the mass
range of 1-20 GeV

‣
‣

Can decay to displaced jets with leptons
Very di cult to discriminate against background
low-energy (pileup) QCD jets

Current work: adapt the displaced jet tagger
to search for HNL decay products
fi

ffi
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